Breathing face protection

Tiki products

Protection and clean air
The Tiki is an award winning protective
respirator used for personal safety
and productivity. It is one of the most
technically advanced masks on the market
for safety products and yet the easiest to
operate.

The mask is fully automatic and adjusts
the airflow to the user’s demand thanks
to the innovative pressure gauge. Tiki has
built-in LEDs and is certified to the highest
protection class for powered air purifying
respirators (PAPR), EN 12942 TM3P.

Basic kits
TikiSTART
Contains everything you need to start using Tiki protection gear.
Mask, harness, P3 filter, blower unit with internal battery, charger
and a useful soft bag. Three different sizes of masks: S, M and L.
1050-51 TikiSTART Small
1050-52 TikiSTART Medium
1050-53 TikiSTART Large

TikiMULTI
Best choice for more than one user. TikiMULTI is delivered in a
hard bag including two external batteries, blower unit without
an internal battery (40 grams lighter), AC outlet charger and a
car charger. Add a TikiUSER kit for each user with a choice of
personal size of mask, harness, P3 filter and a
soft bag.
1107-51 TikiMULTI
1073-52 TikiUSER Medium
1073-53 TikiUSER Large

TikiPRO
Best choice for a professional user working with the protective
equipment on a daily basis. All the gear comes in a hard bag
which also fits more masks. Contains a mask, harness, P3 filter,
blower unit with internal battery, charger, and an external battery.
1113-52 TikiPRO Medium
1113-53 TikiPRO Large

Replacement parts

TikiFILTER

TikiMASK 5 pack

TikiUSER

Exchangable P3 particle filters.

Exchangable masks.

1005-51 P3 particle filters 2pcs
1005-52 P3 particle filters 120pcs
1005-53 P3 particle filters 60 x 2pcs

1010-51 5-pack masks S
1010-52 5-pack masks M
1010-53 5-pack masks L

Mask, harness and a filter in a soft
bag. Mask sizes medium or large.
1073-52 Medium
1073-53 Large

Accessories

TikiCHARGER

TikiCAR

TikiEXTERN

Charger for AC outlets.

Car charger for 12-24V.

1013-51 Charger

1080-51 Car charger

Set with external battery, charger and
cord. The external battery has a high
capacity. It also has a belt clip for
convenient attachment.
1007-51 External battery and charger

TikiHARNESS 5 pack

TikiBAG

Soft harness to keep the
mask in place.

Protective soft bag for storing the
mask and accessories.

1012-51 Harness 5 pack

1095-51 Tiki soft bag

Tiki is an innovative protective respirator for use in challenging environments that present the need to protect against airborne particles
and bacteria. The blower unit in the mask automatically adjusts its filtered airflow to the user’s demand. Manufactured in Sweden.

The particle filter protects against
all types of particulate pollutants
(P3). It’s quick and easy to change
both the filter and mask.

The Tiki is battery powered with an internal battery
lasting for 1–2,5 hours depending on the load.
There is a more powerful external battery as an
accessory. The blowing unit is equipped with LED
lights which facilitate work in dark conditions.

The filter is quadratic in shape to
achieve a maximal filter surface
and a long service life.

The blower unit regulates the
blower speed in accordance with
the amount of air needed to retain
positive pressure within the protective respirator.

An easy to use mask made out
of PET and TPE plastics with a
completely unobstructed view. The
excellent view facilitates communication by allowing you to see the
eyes and facial expressions of your
co-workers.

Some advantages of this are
increased comfort, longer battery
life, longer filter life, and a quieter
blower.

It is also easy to use the phone while
wearing the mask.

A durable harness with a soft and
light-weight design for optimal
comfort.
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With the external battery, the
blower can run for between
6 to 10 hours, depending on
the load.

